This hand-out illustrates 8 Circular Building Blocks.
These building blocks are part of the findings,
resulting from the Circular (City) Ports research
projec. This project was developed between October
2018 and May 2020. The Circular Building Blocks
have been discussed and prioritized during an
open working session held on the 18th of November
2019 with the different actors that were involved or
interested.
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Tien punten als startpunt
Deelt u het enthousiasme om te werken aan het beheer
van de toekomst, dan ben u van harte welkom om deel
te worden van deze transversale coalitie. Samen bouwen we aan een praktijk die ontwerp, onderhoud, transitiebeleid en strategie koppelt. We werken aan tools om
gedeelde opgaven in kaart te brengen, waar iedereen
mee een stukje van de puzzel kan leggen. Als aanzet
en uitnodiging tot samenwerking formuleren we daarom tien uitgangspunten voor een bredere en toekomstgerichte praktijk.

Hoe kan je deel worden van dit initiatief?
Mail naar beheer@deltaatelier.eu of wj.oosterhoff@rotterdam.nl
Zoek je meer informatie over de activiteiten van de Kopgroep? De nieuwe
Leerstoel Managing Public Space van de Wageningen Universiteit kan je
vinden op www.beherenisvooruitzien.nl De resultaten van het voorbereidend onderzoekstraject voor het Atelier Beheer en het tussentijds werkrapport vind je op www.deltaatelier.eu/stedelijkbeheer
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1. Capacity field
These large spaces articulate very diverse flows that circulate in big volumes. Retracing their path is a very complex
exercise. Some of those flows come from local ports and
are being gathered there, like in the case of waste collected
in the “Urban Trieur” and being sorted out and either treated here or being dispatched somewhere else. Often those
flows are related to the activities performed in the “Capacity Fields”, like energy production, based around renewables
(e.g. wind, biofuels or biogas) or petrol-based (e.g. gas and
oil); maritime logistics (e.g. containerized cargo and bulk
transhipment); or the (petro)chemical industry.
These flows of raw materials and (intermediate) products
come from far away, in big vessels like tankers or container
ships necessitating deep waters and large-scale infrastructure to dock. Frequently, these “Capacity Fields” operate as
modal switches, and these flows continue their trip to other
locations in smaller vessels, by train or on the road. Around
this first industrial and logistical core, a crown of smaller
logistics and industrial activities working in symbiosis with
the big industries normally exists.
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2. Island of Urbanity
The island of urbanity is a medium-scale area within the industrial port. It is a location appealing to pilot projects and
test plants, sufficiently far from vulnerable areas to conduct
all kinds of experiments and nearby the port companies.
These can provide them with the (secondary) materials and
imperfect questions that can eventually usher in innovation.
For instance, they can extract nutrients or hydrocarbons
from residual biomass and use it in many biotechnical processes.Test plants are not only places for scaling-up and
testing innovative industrial processes. They also offer labs
and other technical infrastructure as well venues for meetings and conferences. Thus, the island of urbanity works as
a hub for enterprises of different scale, stage of development and activities. It cooperates with the port authorities
and entertains a close relationship with universities, other
private and public instances, or specific private actors.
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5. Local job generator
The local job generator takes different forms. It can be organized inside a parcel or be part of a wider neighbourhood.
In this last case, the building block might be used as an urban regeneration tool, attracting enterprises and residents
to the vacant spaces left by economic stagnation once the
port left the area in search of bigger docks, deeper waters
or looser environmental constraints.
Eventually, some of those activities will keep a lint to the
port economy and will work as “stitches” between the port
and the urban dynamics. They often include makers activities and tend to “mine” the urban zone in search of secondary materials like textile, wood, electronics or construction
leftovers for either reuse or to upcycle them.
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6. Urban trieur
The main activities found here are related to industry and
logistics, necessary for the treatment of urban waste and
mostly linked to the supply of building materials. These activities use the waterways as much as possible to deliver
the products as close as possible to their destination in the
city centre. Conversely, waste from the urban centre passes through the Urban Trieur where it is sorted, stored, revalorized or compacted if necessary before sending it back to
the city if recovery has been possible onsite or, failing that,
to more distant treatment areas.
The proximity to the city is crucial in two ways: it allows to
collect residual flows separately, thus keeping as long as
possible their latent value (e.g. mixed organic waste does
not enjoy the same reuse possibilities than when it is separated from early on into coffee grounds, citrus peels, other
pulp-rich fruit, etc.); and the handling time is also reduced,
as aspect that might be important in some flows (e.g. the
fabrication of concrete, or the fermentation time of some
biota). The fact that this building block might attract some
activities that are labour intensive, some of them requiring
specific skills that are learned while performing them (e.g.
removing metallic elements from textile like zippers and
buttons), implies a potential for job creation in the neighbouring districts. Often, this building block develops jointly with the Local Job Generator one: while the secondary
flows might be grouped and sorted in the port itself, their
manipulation might involve nearby workshops, especially for those items with a higher added value (e.g. textiles,
electronics, packaging). Conversely, activities linked to
the distribution and handling of goods, whether bulk (e.g.
sand, cement, fuel) or palletized (e.g. bottled good, building materials) ones, might be less labour intensive thanks to
the many technological progress it has experienced lately
(e.g. Internet of Things, unmanned and electricity-propelled
ships, semi-automatic loading equipment) but due to its
multiplication and long supply chains is equally important
for the creation of jobs.
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3. Canal Cluster
The activities fall into several categories. The first includes activities near the canal, mostly linked to transhipment platforms
(e.g. recycling centres, concrete mixing plants, building materials, food manufacturers, pharmaceutical products, chemical
industries). The second category takes advantage of the large
available surfaces, plugged into a well-connected road network, and brings together activities that are grafted around
the existing core (e.g. services to companies and industries,
logistics services, suppliers of industrial or construction
equipment, or wholesalers). A third category, much less present but none the least a job-intensive one, consists of private
training centres or training as part of the industrial activity. The
challenge remains as to how can a link be created between
these activities and their environment, enriching each other.

4. Incubator
Traditional port activities are moving away from the port, leaving big vacant spaces and buildings behind. This offers an
opportunity for those growing and not yet established companies, attracted by these large spaces and a cheap market
price. Indeed, a successful incubator depends on a combination of different features: large vacant spaces (between 1ha
and 8 ha) to store the flows and accommodate growing enterprises, a permissive environmental legislation for testing and a
good public transport connection to the city.
Those vacant buildings and plots offer enough room for the colocation of experimental activities next to small administration
offices and large warehouses. Other factors influencing the
success of an incubator is its proximity and synergy with other companies operating with the same industry. For instance,
research done in the incubator can interact with on the ground
maritime activities like logistics and shipping, material storage
and life cycle analysis, or reparation/repurposing companies.
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7. Hinterland hub
The flows collected in the Hinterland Hub come from upstream
or downstream ports, feeding onto the industrial installations
and distribution facilities that are located along the waterway.
We might find companies specialized in stripping containers
and customizing the intermediate products therein transported (e.g. Nike Logistics Campus), recycling plants collecting
wastes from nearby cities, construction companies, chemical
industries (for the fabrication of pesticides and fertilizers) and
feed for livestock or food processing ones.
Many of those industries still rely on feedstock supplied locally though: from inert materials like sand to biomass, or even
(renewable) energy. This diversity reveals to which extent
this building block constitutes an important link in the supply
chain, connecting distinct flows and know-how, but also the
missing synergies that could be still unleashed in them, beneficial to the regional economy as a whole.
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8. Knowledge district
Knowledge Districts are places where innovative companies work in collaboration with institutions, such as universities or research centres. They normally grow in areas left
behind by the continuous upscaling of the port, yet close
to the city centre, creating opportunities for an innovative
maritime ecosystem. Indeed, since traditional port companies move farther away from the city and closer to the new
terminals, new port-related activities find their way to the
city-port and develop here their perfect habitat.
The proximity of the city centre is key for the existence of
educational institutes and financial services, helping smaller industries with fully equipped spaces, services, and infrastructures. Additionally, the enterprises have access to
a pool of students who can acquire new skills on parallel to
their standard education.
The companies attached to a Knowledge District work normally inside the same (sub)sector (e.g. the blue economy)
or can be even recruited to join forces inside a specific research line (e.g. the impact of digitalization and robotics
on port economies). It is assumed that the mix of activities and enterprises will accelerate innovation and support
cross-pollination between the business community, students, and researchers.

The diverse industrial and logistical areas located next to the waterways network hold a good potential for synergies. In the Capacity Fields we are next
to the sea, with deeper waters, berths, facilities and operational techniques
typical of coastal ports. They fulfil important hub functions for containerized
cargo and the transhipment of goods (e.g. liquid and dry bulk) not exclusively
directed to the regional economy. The “greening” of port activities and flows
and the overall transition to a post-oil economy represents a potential competitive advantage for these areas. They have the infrastructural capacity to
promote the growth of emerging industries focusing on Circular Economy and
to enhance interactive development with coastal and shipping industries, as
well as with the exiting (petro)chemical industries they might host.

A cluster is as an ideal type of institutional and economic structure involving
collaboration among different actors and ﬁrms, normally operating within a
discretely deﬁned industry. The Canal Cluster is a specific type of economic agglomeration that can include firms in the maritime sector (from bunkering and shipping agencies, to ship or container repair and maintenance,
or dredging) or any other industry - typically in the construction, recycling
and food processing industries. A ‘park manager’ assures the development
of synergies among those industries, also in terms of industrial symbiosis.
It helps to interconnect firms active in similar or related sectors and those
firms to knowledge-support organizations. Such cluster is located along a
waterway, normally near a city. The waterway is often under-exploited.
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At the interface between port and city, often occupying structures that were
left behind by the continuous up-scaling of the logistical activities in the
port, new pools of skilled workforce see the light. The jobs in these Local
Job Generators take both advantage of the nearby passing material streams
and the maritime skills that might remain -linked for instance to ship repair
or the work with wood or metal. They sometimes develop synergies with the
nearby neighbourhoods in terms of job placement and training (e.g. food
processing, furniture making) as well as in the type of products that can be
handled locally, like repurposed textiles or electronics. And sometimes they
operate as autonomous zones, entertaining relationships with areas well beyond the close-by neighbourhoods.

The Hinterland Hub exemplifies best the numerous possibilities that the
redesign of global value chains holds for ports, by combining traditional
maritime activities like the handling of commodities with activities in other
economic sectors, e.g. in energy or agriculture. On one hand, this Hub can
operate as a transhipment point for goods and raw materials coming from
the port and being further distributed across its hinterland, and perhaps further processed or customized in order to capture some of their added value.
On the other, it can operate as a specialized location in the agri-food sector,
capable of revaluing organic waste flows and feedstock coming from the
nearby agricultural areas for the generation of energy (e.g. green biorefinery)
and the production of new biobased materials (e.g. bioplastic from cellulose,
bio-construction materials, etc.).
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Regions can benefit from ports on their territory, at least if their ports perform well and are properly embedded in the regional economy. They can provide value added for the region, but they usually have relatively limited indirect economic effects due to the disconnection between flows of goods and
materials, and high-value-added activities related to those goods, such as
advanced services, innovation and knowledge-intensive employment. The
Island of Urbanity comes to fill this gap. This building block is a hub of sorts
for the creation of a regional community, and where the presence of a network of ﬁrms and institutions will support the linkages between throughput
flows and locally available expertise. It increases the proximity and collaboration among firms, essential to build localized capabilities, support collective learning, and ensure competitiveness.

For the sustained success of the port ecosystem, it is essential to understand every stage of its development to help it to evolve over time as well as
to catch up with breakthroughs that are difficult to anticipate. The Incubator is used to refer to those innovative enterprises which can fill the gap between innovative small companies (niches) and the big-scale industrial and
logistics setting characteristic of ports. The Incubator consists of a mix of
diverse firms, combining established companies, (specialized) services and
start-ups. They offer financial and organization support to early-stage startups and early grown-ups to help them to upscale and adapt to the global
concurrence that partly governs the port ecosystem and provide adapted
infrastructure to them (e.g. testing centres and labs).

Port areas, because of their easy logistical access and the existence of ample surfaces for large volumes of products and wastes, have traditionally
attracted a mix of recycling and distribution firms. The Urban Trieur hosts
activities ranging from the distribution of products directed to the urban
economy (from construction materials to consumer items) to the handling
of wastes (collection, storage and sorting), and even their treatment on site
(involving repair and recycling). These fast-growing activities claim their
strategic position next to the urban markets and residual streams. Its size
is modest, implying that it can only handle relatively small volume at once
while relaying on other locations along the port corridor for consolidating
and eventually treating them further.

Regional economic benefits could be stimulated by innovation and high-value-added activities. The Knowledge Districts are the breeding ground for
start-ups busy with breakthroughs in fields such as the life-cycle environmental impact (also of vessels), autonomous shipping, Internet of Things,
biochemicals and energy diversification (incl. in transport). They are characterized by the involvement of University research institutes and typically
support new ventures originated within them. They depend on funds that are
necessary for linking public and private stakeholders in a cooperative network integrating cross-sector activities, as well as to support local applied
tests and pilot projects.

